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Welcome to eyebraingym 
worksheets 
With these worksheets, we want to give parents who want to help their child 
read better a few exercises to help their child/ren at home. This 'quick-view 
booklet is the first exercises in various areas, for instance, visual, phonetic, 
phonics, alphabet, language, comprehension strategies, and study for Grade 
R to 12. These worksheets are part of the Eyebraingym system. There is a 
significant learning loss and exacerbated gaps in learning that happened 
during the Covid-pandemic. We made some of our worksheets available for 
free. You can find more worksheets on request. 

Complete the personal information questions on our website, and we will 
send you a link where you can download more free worksheets. You can also 
contact us by sending an email to info@lectorsa.com . 

Lectorsa is a social impact company researching reading, reading intervention, 
reading development, reading aids and visual intelligence. Our programs are 
used with great success in reading centres, schools, universities in South 
Africa and internationally. 

Use these worksheets with love, and please take the following to heart: 

1. Start where your child is. Make sure it is easy and that he enjoys the 
exercises, then he will want to learn even more. If you are unsure where your 
child's skills development is now - go online and do the FREE placement 
module on Eyebraingym. You can log in here: 
https://webapp.eyebraingym.com/sign-up  

2. Keep reading exciting; remember reading is the key to unlimited 
knowledge; make it fun; reading should never be a punishment! 

4. Reading must progress from the place where we learn to read; until we 
read to learn. Your reading skill thus becomes your learning skill. 

5. You now have the opportunity in your hands to change your child's future; 
use it with wisdom and love. 

Reading greetings 

the eyebraingym team 
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Visual skills 
VISUAL MEMORY 
Study the dominoes below. Cover them and write down how many dots were 
displayed on each. You have 20 seconds to study the dominoes. 

 

 

 

1. _________ 2. _________   3.__________ 4.__________ 5. __________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What do you see in the thumbprint? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a dog 
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VISUAL ACCURACY 
Focus on the middle column.  

Do not move your body or head, only your eyes.  

While focusing on the middle column, read the second digit in the first column 
and then the second digit in the last column. 

 

 

vm96 9hg4   y14i 

bn89  2s6n  0h5x 

a9t5  8o5v  hy02 

3i6n  cm56 70at 

8o4d  13dc  1b2d 

9c6o  0uj4  4e3w 

55hi  z8i9  9gg0 

73df  99gg  6m1u 

1pp5  mn61 eg88 

4w6y  7wj3  r53t 
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PERCEPTUAL ACCURACY 
 

Copy the three-dimensional design. 

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VISUAL ACCURACY  
 

Decode the letters to form a word. 

 

 

rnefdi   ________________________ 

nktsihec   ________________________ 

unhma   ________________________ 
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VISUAL EFFICIENCY  
Study the WORDS for 60 seconds. After 60 seconds, list all the words related to 
a car on the left hand and all the words relating to a computer on the right 
hand. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

____________   _____________ 

____________   _____________ 

____________   _____________ 

____________   _____________ 
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Language skills 
Interesting language facts 

1. The English alphabet consists of 26 letters. 
2. Each letter has a capital letter and lowercase letter 
3. The English alphabet is based on the Latin script, the 

basic set of letters common to various alphabets 
originating from the Latin alphabet. 

4. The English word 'alphabet' comes from the first two 
letters in the Greek alphabet 'Alpha' and 'Beta.' 

5. There are five vowels in the English alphabet: 

6. The remaining 21 letters are consonants: 

7. The two letters' a' and 'I' also constitutes words. 
8. Until recently (1835), the 27th letter of the alphabet, 

right after z, was the ampersand. 
9. In British English, we say Zed, and in American English, 

we say Zee. 
10. Letters don't always represent the same sounds in 

the English language. 
 
 

a e i o u 

b c d f g h j k l m 
n p q r s t v w x y z 
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11. There are 44 sounds in the English 
a. 24 consonant sounds 
b. 20 vowel sounds 

Vowels 
A sound we make when breath flows out through the 
mouth freely, without being blocked. 

The letters a,e, i,o,u are called vowels because they are 
such sounds, but there are 20 vowels in English, divided 
into three types: 

 

Pure vowels (12 sounds) 

Short vowels (7 sounds) 

 

 

‘i’ in bit, busy, started 

‘e’ in bed, said, dead 

‘a’ in cat, mat, apple 

‘u’ in cup, up, money 

‘oo’ in good, put, should 

‘o’ in got, what, 
because 

‘e’ in the, about 
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and Long vowels (5 sounds) 

 

Diphthongs (8 sounds) 

‘a’ in bath, car, safari 

‘o’ in door, saw, walk 

‘i’ in bird, work, hurt 

‘ee’ in sheep, eagle, field 

‘oo’ in moon, grew, through 

‘ea’ in year, beer 

‘ai’ in chair, there 

‘o’ in joke, vote 

‘ey’ in they, bathe 

‘y’ in my, dice 

‘oy’ in joy, noise 

‘ou’ in out, vow 

‘oo’ in poor, moor 
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Consonant 
When saying a consonant, your breath is somehow 
blocked on its way out of the mouth. The letters b, c, d, f, 
g, h, j, k, l, m, n, p, q, r, s, t, v, w, x, and z are consonants in 
English. 

 There are 24 consonants in the spoken language. 
They are divided into two groups: 
o Voiced sounds 
o Voiceless sounds 

Voiced sounds (15) 

 

‘b’ in ball, hobby, herb 

‘d’ in dog, added, played 

‘j’ in jam, fudge, danger 

‘g’ in green, hug, league 

‘v’ in video, move, of 

‘th’ in this, mother, with 

‘s’ in has, cosy, zebra 

‘s’ in visual, leisure, television 

‘m’ in man, lamb, tummy 

‘n’ in no, funny, knife 

‘ng’ in sing, uncle, angry 

‘y’ in yes, onion, view 

‘l’ in light, feel, smelly 

‘r’ in right, berry, wrong 

‘w’ in win, one, where 
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Voiceless sounds (9) 

 

NOTE: Every voiceless sound has a similar voiced sound 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘p’ in pen, jump, hopping 

‘t’ in table, little, watches 

‘ch’ in itch, chips, picture 

‘k’ in key, car, luck 

‘f’ in fire, laugh, phone 

‘th’ in thick, teeth, healthy 

‘s’ in see, city, notice 

‘sh’ in shop, nation, special 

‘h’ in house, hungry, who 
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1. Complete the following by filling in a suitable word (or 
words) in the open space(s) or choose the correct form of 
the words in brackets: 

E.g. From the tops of these mountains (______) (rise/rises) black 
smoke.  

From the tops of these mountains rise black smoke. 

The greatest volcanic eruption, (__________) (in, an) modern times, 
was on an island in the Zundra Strait.   

In 1883 the volcano of Krakatoa suddenly (__________) 
(exploded/exploding) with a tremendous (__________) 
(sound/sounds).   

Rocks and ash (__________) (was, were) hurled up to 12 miles into 
the air. 

 

 

 

2. Change the following sentences into Reported Speech:  

E.g. "These children do not have manners as we have", he said. 

He said that those children did not have manners they had. 

1. "Last year, we kept quiet when grownups were talking". He 
said… 

 

2. "Now well-mannered children have more freedom". She 
said… 

 

 

3. "Burping shows that you have enjoyed your meal". She said… 
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3. Change the following into the Passive Voice:  

E.g. He could answer difficult questions. = Difficult questions could 
be answered by him.  

1. Carl and Junior were doing their homework. 

Their homework _____________________________________________ 

2. Domestic robots will not do their work. 

Their work __________________________________________________ 

3. Robots have shot people in the street. 

People _____________________________________________________ 

4. Why are all the robots doing this? 

Why _______________________________________________________ 

5. They pointed their laser guns at Karen and Carl.  

Their laser __________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

Fill in much, many, little or few in the spaces provided:  

How __________________________ periwinkles did you get?  

How __________________________ water did you swallow? 

___________________________ people know how dangerous the sea 
can be. 

___________________________ did he know, what was lying ahead. 

___________________________ men would have survived such an 
ordeal. 
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Comprehension strategies 
Exercise 1 
To summarise is to tell the story in your own words. When we read to study, we 
also have to be able to summarise what we read. How can we do this? 

Find the MAIN IDEAS. Any passage has different ideas in it. As soon as you 
read about a new idea… Ask yourself… what is this about? Your answer will 
be the MAIN IDEA! Describe the main idea with supporting facts. You can use 
your own words… you do not have to use the words in the passage! 

To synthesise is to put all these ideas into a new whole… almost like building a 
jigsaw puzzle. 

1. Read the underlined sentences. 

2. Do you know all the words? If not, Google them or look them up in a 
dictionary. 

3. Now ask questions… what do you want to know about manners? Use 
the words who? where? when? why? what? and how? 

4. Predict what is going to happen in the passage…. 

5. Now read the passage and write the MAIN IDEA below each 
paragraph… remember, ask what is this about. Write it in your OWN 
words 

6. Highlight the supporting facts in the paragraph. 

7. Now take all the Main Ideas and write 5 sentences to say what this 
passage is about!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

who why 

when 

where 

what 

how 

Main idea 
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Manners 

All over the world, mothers and 
fathers teach their children 
manners. In many parts of the 
world, children are taught 
different manners to ours. Those 
children do not have manners 
as you have. Theirs are different, 
and there are all kinds of 
manners.  

 

Many years ago, children who 
had good manners were seen 
and not heard. They kept quiet 
when grownups were talking. 
Today well-mannered children 
have more freedom. 
Sometimes, what you may 
consider good manners may 
not be considered good 
manners in other countries or 
cultures.  

 

If you visit the land of Mongolia, 
you may be invited to eat with 
them. What kind of manners will 
they expect from you? When 
you have finished eating, they 
will expect you to give a "burp". 
Burping shows that you have 
enjoyed your meal.  

 

In some countries, burping is 
considered very impolite. If you 

accidentally burp, you are 
taught to say, "Excuse me, 
please".  

 

In many countries of the world, it 
is accepted to eat together. In 
Polynesia, it is bad manners to 
be seen eating at all. People 
show their good manners by 
turning their backs on others 
while they eat.  

 

In an East African town, their 
good manners would appear 
most impolite to us. If you see a 
friend sitting down outside his 
home and appears not to see 
you, he is only being polite by 
not greeting you. If you are 
being polite, you will sit down 
beside him and wait until he 
finishes what he is doing before 
you may speak to him.  

 

If you visit a friend in Arabia, you 
will find that he lives in a tent 
and not in a house. You should 
walk behind the other tents until 
you come to his tent. If you pass 
by in front of the other tents, you 
will be asked inside to each 
one. The people will ask you to 
eat with them. It will be 
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           Well done! Use this method to summarise and 
synthesise your work THROUGHOUT the year. This will 
help you to use what you know, connect it to what 
you are learning now, and look for what you need 
to know! 
 

considered bad manners if you 
refuse.  

 

Manners are different all over 
the world. It is good to know 
that all manners began in the 
same way. People needed 
ways to show that they respect 
you and want to be friends by 
showing good manners. 
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Check your understanding 
Readers sometimes get stuck when they read, not understanding a word or 
losing the train of thought.  The difference between a good and a poor 
reader is that the good reader realises when comprehension has broken 
down and knows what strategy to use to fix it.  Many students do not realise 
that they do not understand what they read, so teachers must help them 
become so engaged in the text that they recognise and immediately know 
how to correct themselves when they veer off course. 

Here is a list of actions that can help you to fix up comprehension that breaks 
down: 

 Reread – It is OK to reread text that you've already read.  Maybe you 
misread a word or left out a word that holds the meaning to the text. 

 Read ahead – You might want to continue reading for a couple of 
sentences if you are confused.  If the confusion does not clear after a 
couple of sentences, go back and try another strategy. 

 Figure out the unknown words – You may use context clues, identify 
roots and affixes, or use a dictionary to determine the meaning.  Do not 
just skip the word altogether. Look it up in a dictionary or online. 

 Look at sentence structure – Sometimes, an author's style of writing may 
contain an awkward sentence structure.  Try moving the words around 
in your head until they make better sense. 

 Make a mental image – Take time to make a movie in your head.  As 
you read the descriptions of characters or settings, paint a picture.  This 
strategy will help you visualise and comprehend better. 

 Ask questions – If you ask questions as you read, you will be more 
actively engaged with the text.   

  Make predictions – As you read, think about what might happen next.  
You will be making inferences and drawing conclusions about the 
characters and plot.  

  Stop to think – Every so often as you read, you should stop and think 
about what you have read.  If you don't remember anything you have 
read, why continue?  Pause and summarise in your head. 

 Make connections to what you already know – As you read, you should 
be thinking about how the information fits with what you know about 
yourself, what you've read in other texts, and how things operate in the 
real world.  This will help you remember what you read. 
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 Look at the pictures, illustrations, charts, and graphs – These are used by 
the author to help you understand what you are reading.  Pictures and 
illustrations help you visualise what you are reading.  Charts and graphs 
are used to present the information more visually.  By closely examining 
these, you can deepen your level of understanding. 

 Read the author's note – Sometimes, the author will present background 
information as an author's note.  By reading this section, you will be 
preparing your brain to take in new information and connect it to what 
you have already learned. 

 

Ask for help – When you do not understand what you are reading and do not 
know which fix-up strategy to use, ask someone.  You might ask a friend, or 
you might need help from a teacher or parent. You should not continue to 
read if you cannot summarise what you have read so far.  If you do, you just 
waste time "saying words," and you won't learn or understand anything from 
the text.  

 

What will you do when you get stuck when you read? 
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Study skills and strategies 
Exercise 1 
Getting organised 

Getting organised will help you to become successful in your studies. 

 

Answer these questions to see how organised you are: 

Do I... Yes No 

…have all the materials my teachers have requested for my 
classes? 

  

…record all of my assignments in a student organiser or planner?   

…check my organiser or planner each evening for both short-term 
and long-term assignments? 

  

…prioritise assignments and time?   

…have a quiet study area set up with necessary supplies at 
home? 

  

…have a regular time to work on or complete assignments and 
study each evening? 

  

 

If you have more than two NO answers… you need to make extra effort to 
improve your studies. Make sure you are well prepared: 

Follow these tips: 

 

1. Find a suitable place to study at home: 

 Find a place where you are comfortable and 
can concentrate. 

 Turn off your cell phone, TV and remove any 
other distractions. 

 Keep all you will need to complete your 
homework handy. 
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2. In class: 

 Have everything available that is needed. 

 Pay close attention.  

 Ask questions. 

 Take notes. 

 

3. After school: 

 Do your homework – it should be your highest priority. 

 Make summaries every day. 

 

4. Plan your time: 

If you do not plan your study time, you might find that you cannot prepare for 
your exams well enough. Preparation for the exam starts on the first day of 
school. 

 

 Create a study schedule, estimating the time needed to complete 
each task—and stick to it. 

 Keep a daily "To Do" list. 

 Plan according to your schedule, aptitudes, and goals. 

 Plan at least one-hour blocks of study time so you don't stop just when 
you've gotten started. 

 Work on your most difficult subjects first and prioritise. 

 Complete one task before going on to the next. 

 Beware of interruptions: phone calls and friends who come knocking. 
Ask a family member to take messages for you. 

 Learn to say, "No!" 

 Balance your activities, allowing time for your family, friends, and 
recreation. 

 Be prepared for the unexpected and adjust your schedule 
accordingly. 
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Notes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Use this table to set aside time for all your activities. Make sure you 
set aside at least an hour each day to review your work and make 
summaries. 
 
Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 
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Metacognition 
Exercise 1 
What is Meta-cognition? 

meta = ‘about’ and cognition = 
thinking 

It is purposefully thinking about 
the strategies you use when you 
think and learn. You use this to 
understand your own cognitive 
performance. 

What do we need to improve 
meta-cognition? 

We need an accurate mind-set 
If you believe you can, you can work towards your goal. You have to 
understand that you choose to stay where you are or change your future by 
changing today. 

Nothing has to stay the same... you can grow in every area of your life to 
become better, stronger, reach higher. 

Know how to set goals 
You have to be able to set achievable goals – but still challenge yourself. 
Knows how to monitor your achievements towards reaching your goals. 
Celebrate your wins, and learn from your losses. 

Have the grit to evaluate 
If you know how to learn from your losses, you will learn how to do it better 
next time. Have the grit to really find out what you could have done better. 
This allows you to be prepared for the next time you can seize an opportunity. 
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Have you gone hiking before? 

Hiking! 

What do you think this story is about? 

mountaineers 

rampaging 

boulders 

clambering 

wilderness 
exulting 

rugged 

submerged 

frantic 

Can you make a sentence with each word? 
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Memory has a few things similar to a Google search 
algorithm. To remember better, try to – connect what you 
learn to what you already know. The more associations 
you make to memory – like linking it to a visual image, a 
place or a larger story – the more mental cues you have 
to find and retrieve it.  Try this the next time you have to 
learn something new. 

 

What do I know 
about hiking? 

What do I want 
to know about 
hiking? 

Try to find 
answers to what 
you want to 
know… 
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We hope you enjoyed these worksheets! 

 

This 'quick view' booklet is the first exercises in 
several areas: 

 visual, 
 comprehension, 
 study 
 'Think about learning', 
 language etc ... 

of our available online worksheets. 

 

Fill in the personal information questions on our 
website, and we will send you a link where you can 
download free worksheets. 

You can also contact us by sending an email to 
info@lectorsa.com. 

 

 
 

 

 

 


